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The Hindu Editorial with Vocabulary Weekly PDF 
1st - 7th August 2017 

 

 

1. India’s once-shoddy transport infrastructure is getting much better 

JUST after 1pm on July 31st 2012 lights blinked out across northern India. It was the world’s 

biggest-ever blackout, affecting more than 600m people. It was also a swingeing blow to a 

transport system that had struggled to cope at the best of times. Hundreds of trains came to a 

halt in open country and in the tunnels of Delhi’s underground railway. Some passengers had to 

wait for hours in shirt-drenching heat. 

Five years on, India’s famously creaky transport infrastructure is starting to look strong. The 

power on which parts of it depend has also become far more reliable. The embarrassing system-

wide collapses of 2012, and an earlier one in 2001, are now scarcely conceivable. A rush to 

expand the electricity supply has been so successful that analysts now warn of a looming excess 

of generating capacity. 

On paper, India has long claimed some of the world’s most extensive road and rail networks. 

That belied reality: roads were twisting, bumpy, crowded and dangerous. Railways were largely 

single-track, which caused delays, or narrow-gauge, which limited their ability to carry large 

loads. By car or train it was rare to sustain speeds of more than 50kph (30mph). Puzzled tourists 

wondered why distances that looked small on a map took forever to traverse. The rail network 
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had barely expanded since the days of the British Raj, despite having to handle some 8bn 

passengers a year. India’s remoter corners were tied to the centre by the thinnest of 

infrastructure threads. Snows blocked passage to Kashmir for days at a time in winter; floods 

regularly cut off much of the north-east. 

That is changing, too. In recent months Narendra Modi, the prime minister, has inaugurated 

India’s longest road tunnel and longest bridge. The tunnel slashes driving time between Jammu 

and Srinagar, the winter and summer capitals of the state of Jammu & Kashmir, by two hours. It 

also makes the route passable all year round. The new bridge spans the vast and moody 

Brahmaputra river, a once-formidable barrier running through the north-eastern state of Assam. 

Another one nearing completion will, for the first time, link Kashmir by rail to the rest of India. 

Rising a dizzying 359 metres (1,178 feet) over a gorge, it is the world’s tallest railway bridge. 

China does it quicker 

With less drama, transport networks are being overhauled. The central government has doubled 

budgets for both road- and rail-building since 2012, to a combined total of close to $30bn a year 

at today’s exchange rate. Progress on building expressways has been unimpressive. Unlike in 

China, where the government has been able to build big roads at astonishing speed thanks, not 

least, to its ability to kick farmers off their land at will, in India a more litigious system makes it 

harder to appropriate land. India’s government is also more sensitive than China’s to farmers’ 

political opinions (in India they can vote in proper elections). Building roads from which their 

animals and tractors are excluded is unpopular in the Indian countryside. But local governments 

are paving (ऩक्की सड़क) and widening rural roads at a rate of 117km a day. 

On the railways, better signalling and tracks have pushed up the speed of faster trains to a 

respectable 140kph. Work is about to start on India’s first dedicated high-speed rail link, a 500-

km track between the western city of Ahmedabad and the commercial capital, Mumbai. When 

the first line of the Delhi Metro opened 15 years ago, many passengers were surprised by its fast, 

clean and efficient service. India’s capital now has six such lines, some running below ground. 

Seven cities have such rapid-transit systems. Eight more are building them. 

More striking still is the growth in air traffic. Domestic passenger numbers have doubled since 

2010, to nearly 100m a year. Last year alone the number surged by 23%. Indian airlines are 

snapping up new aircraft, with some 450 in operation and more than 1,000 on order. Mr Modi’s 

government has brought cheer to fast-growing private airlines. It plans to privatise much or all of 
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the loss-making national carrier, Air India, and has also pushed through an ambitious scheme to 

encourage the use of smaller airports. Through a mix of subsidies and guarantees to airlines, plus 

ticket-price caps for passengers, the scheme aims to put 31 unused airports into passenger 

service and boost connectivity to 12 more that are reckoned (गणना ककए गए) to be underserved. 

There will be plenty of power to operate them. Installed generating capacity has more than 

doubled since 2007. The capacity of power projects now being built should double it again from 

the present level, assuming they are all completed. Improvements to transmission are no less 

impressive. “We have a more advanced, more flexible grid than Europe’s,” enthuses Vinayak 

Chatterjee, an infrastructure consultant. He says the country can now more easily transmit 

power over long distances, such as from the north-east (which has a surplus) to the often 

undersupplied south. 

The boost to India’s infrastructure has not been problem-free. An exuberant rush into public-

private partnerships for big projects a decade ago left many private firms taking on bigger 

financial risks than they could manage. Many ventures stalled. Infrastructure-related deals are 

reckoned to account for around 10% of the nearly $200bn in non-performing loans that currently 

bog down India’s financial system. 

The government’s own projects have not all run smoothly, either. A grim report by the state’s 

main auditing agency earlier this year painted a picture of incompetence and corruption in the 

Indian army’s Border Roads Organisation, which is responsible for building strategic roads along 

India’s mountainous border with China. Out of 61 roads that the agency was supposed to have 

built between 1999 and 2012, only 36% had been completed by 2016, the report revealed. Some 

of the unfinished ones came to a dead end in impassable gorges, or were abandoned because 

different stretches turned out to be impossible to join. 

That is galling for India, which often rates its progress by comparing itself with China. Having 

spent three decades beefing up its own infrastructure before India began to get in on the act, 

the northern giant has set standards that India will still take decades more to match. 

Magical Vocabulary from “The Economist” 

1. Halt (verb ) ऩड़ाव डाऱना / खड़़े होना : Bring or come to an abrupt stop.  

Synonyms: Stop, block, kibosh, stanch, stem, staunch. 
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Example:  After a high speed chase lasting several minutes, the car left the road and slid to a halt 

. 

2. Collapses (Verb) एकाएक गगरना : (of a structure) fall down or in; give way. 

Synonyms: Break down, go to pieces, lose control, be overcome, crumble, crack up. 

Example: The country's economy is about to collapse. 

3. Conceivable (adjective) बोधगम्य : Capable of being imagined or grasped mentally. 

Synonyms: Imaginable, possible, plausible, tenable, credible, believable, thinkable, feasible. 

Example: Cars, credit cards and every other conceivable product are today being aimed at 

women. 

 4. Passable (adjective) प्रचलऱत / काम चऱाऊ :  Just good enough to be acceptable; satisfactory. 

Synonyms: Adequate, all right, fairly good, acceptable, satisfactory, moderately good. 

Example: In her opinion, her looks were passable enough to be called pretty. 

5. Overhauled (verb) जीणोद्धार करना / कायाऩऱट करना Take apart (a piece of machinery or 

equipment) in order to examine it and repair it if necessary.  

Synonyms:  Service, maintain, repair, mend, fix up, rebuild, renovate, recondition. 

Example: A company that overhauls and repairs aircraft engines. 

6. Litigious (noun) वववादी / मकुदमा सबंधंी : Concerned with lawsuits or litigation. 

Synonyms: Disputatious, contentious, combative. 

Example: Our increasingly litigious society could also have serious consequences for dog owners. 

7. Exuberant (adjective) प्रचुर / अगधक: Filled with or characterized by a lively energy and 

excitement. 

Synonyms: Ebullient, buoyant, cheerful, jaunty, lighthearted, high-spirited, exhilarated, excited, 

elated. 
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Example: He is an exuberant young man full of energy. 

2. A Judgment for the Ages 

The government has pushed the Supreme Court into a dangerous exercise: drawing the 

boundaries of the right to privacy. It has set the bar so low that almost any ruling by the 

Supreme Court will be celebrated if it pays lip service to the right to privacy. However, as history 

has shown us, badly drawn contours will permit the government to exploit our rights for 

decades. Public debate needs to rise above the government’s low bar and engage with the 

more nuanced questions. 

This piece begins with addressing the argument that the right to privacy is an alien western idea, 

and explains why the right to privacy is necessary in India. It then addresses the government’s 

suggestion that the right to privacy can be replaced by a data protection act, by detailing how a 

data protection statute is much weaker than the fundamental right to privacy. It then addresses 

the third popular and fallacious question of why we need a right against our own government 

when we are happy to share our private data with foreign Web-based platforms. 

India and the right to privacy 

After dispensing with the questions that are distracting citizens from the real issue in this case, 

this piece discusses the contours of the right to privacy. It argues that they must be reinforced 

on a case-by-case basis in this unpredictable information age. Anything less will render the 

increasingly critical human right to privacy meaningless. 

It is easy in a crowded country, where the feudal family structure prevails, to argue that we do 

not believe in privacy. This is not true. Indian cultural norms have their unique ways of 

protecting privacy. Additionally, when we became a democracy, we adopted certain 

constitutional safeguards. These safeguards include many rights derided (ridiculed) as alien 

western imports — the rights to speech, equality, liberty and privacy. To shrug them off would 

be to shrug off  democracy. 

We are not the only nation to struggle with what seems like an unfamiliar human right to 

privacy. Although elements of privacy, such as restrictions on the searching of homes, were in 

national constitutions, the right to privacy as a whole was not articulated in them. This 

articulation of right was recognised as an international human right in the Universal Declaration 
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of Human Rights before it found its way to the national level. If the phrase is new to us, it is new 

to everyone. Democracies have adopted it because it is essential to preserving the balance of 

power between governments and citizens, as governments access information technology and 

big data. 

The government has offered to enact a data protection act in lieu of the right to privacy. This has 

unleashed the dangerous idea that a data protection statute is a substitute for a fundamental 

right to privacy. 

Why it’s a fundamental right 

A data protection statute is flimsy in comparison to a fundamental right to privacy. It can 

be repealed or amended, and other laws can be written to prevail over it. The government can 

exempt itself so that we have rights against private companies but not against the government. 

In contrast, the fundamental right to privacy cannot be taken away or undermined  by the 

government: every law and every action threatening that right can be challenged before the 

judiciary. If we have a strong fundamental right, the government will never be able to give itself 

the power to go through our emails, search engine history, cupboards, pockets or texts without 

having to justify its intrusions and searches to the judiciary. 

We have never needed a fundamental right to privacy more. The government is monitoring 

citizens closely, interlinking databases from transport and bank accounts to school enrolment 

and mobile phone connections. Recent news suggests that it will be adding data from our social 

media accounts to this. The consequences are terrifying. Interlinked databases can lead to 

comprehensive discrimination such that HIV-positive people, people with mental illness, 

terminal illnesses, divorces or marginalised community backgrounds are denied jobs, homes and 

medical care. At its worst, unrestricted monitoring of citizens can lead to identification and 

suppression of dissent in a manner reminiscent of Stasi Germany. With no independent 

information and no dissent, there is no democracy. 

The argument that government access to our personal information is justified because Facebook 

has it anyway is fallacious. Neither entity should have unrestricted access to this information. 

Governments are currently far more powerful than Facebook, with their control of the police, 

the army and other instruments of force, which is why human rights protect us from government 

power. However as online platforms amass power and influence, they pose a potential threat to 

human rights. Work is being done on ways to hold them also accountable. 
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Contours of privacy 

The potential contours of the right to privacy are really the critical question in the case before 

the Supreme Court. The court must guard against upholding the right but defining its contours in 

a way that undoes it. This was the court’s big mistake in its phone-tapping judgment, where it 

created such an ineffective oversight mechanism that it might as well have permitted the 

government to tap phones at will. 

There is no need to create new limits for the right to privacy if the Supreme Court rules that it 

may be read into the rights to life, liberty and speech as it has in the past, or read into any other 

fundamental right in the future. The judiciary can then continue applying the existing grounds of 

restriction from the Constitution. 

If the Supreme Court is to rule in a truly meaningful way this time, it will need to define the right 

to privacy in a manner that makes it difficult to undermine. It can outline the core of this right 

with examples, to ensure that privacy jurisprudence moves forward, not backwards. It can 

articulate clearly what cannot be excluded from the  of the right to privacy, such as surveillance 

of communication, access to personal data, publication of personal information and the 

interlinking of databases of personal information. 

But most importantly, the court can acknowledge that it is impossible for judges in 2017 to 

comprehend the future threats to the right to privacy that technology will invent; it can give 

future Supreme Court judges the power to use its privacy principles to adjudicate these cases. 

Future judges will be confronted with the Internet of Things, big data, bio-hacking, algorithms 

and potentially even artificial intelligence, and a country in which a citizen is monitored down to 

her heartbeat. Technology is already able to predict our moods, political leanings, retail 

preferences, relationships and medical condition with eerie (strange) efficiency. This will only 

escalate. If we, the citizens of India, want to hold on to our power and agency, we will need the 

right to privacy to guard against this invasiveness. 

Magical Vocabulary from “The Hindu Editorial” 

1. Nuance (Noun)               /    ,    ,   ,                         : A subtle difference in 

or shade of meaning, expression, or sound. 
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Synonyms: Fine distinction, subtle difference, shade, shading, gradation, variation, degree, 

subtlety, nicety. 

Example: He needs to get a little bigger, but he understands the nuances of a difficult position. 

2. Fallacious (adjective)       /         : Based on a mistaken belief.  

Synonyms: Erroneous, false, untrue, wrong, incorrect, flawed, inaccurate, mistaken, 

misinformed. 

Example: Having money makes you happy is a fallacy because happiness has nothing to do with 

wealth. 

3. Dispense with (Phrasal verb)                  : Get rid of something (not in a need. 

Synonyms: Separate, cast loose, disconnect, disengage, dispense with, waive, relinquish, forgo, 

foreswear, forego. 

Example: People who believe we can dispense with government subsidies don't realize how 

much they need them. 

4. Contour (noun) Contour : An outline representing or bounding the shape or form of 

something.  

Synonyms: Figuration, Delineation, Silhouette, Outline, figure, silhouette, profile. 

Example: We take for granted the unique shapes and contours of ourselves, as easily as we 

forget, or perhaps don't consider, our ancestry. 

5. Shrug off (phrasal verb)       : To ignore something unpleasant or offensive as if it  meant 

something else. 

Synonyms: Brush Off, Dismiss, To Remove, To Ignore. 

Example: She shrugged off the criticism as harmless. 

6. In lieu of (adverb)         प /        : In place of something; instead of something. 
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Synonyms: Instead of, for, in lieu of, in personal capacity , Alternatively, In place of, As a 

substitute. 

Example:  We gave money to charity in lieu of sending flowers to the funeral. 

6. Flimsy (adjective)     /     /       : Comparatively light and insubstantial; easily 

damaged. 

Synonyms: Insubstantial, thin, weak, unconvincing, slight. 

Example: Some have supposed on very flimsy evidence that he quarrelled with the WB court. 

8. Undermine (verb)           /              : Damage or weaken (someone or something), 

especially gradually or insidiously. 

Synonyms: Subvert, undercut, sabotage, threaten, weaken, compromise, diminish, reduce, 

impair, mar. 

Example: That undermined the hard power strategy of the country in a very concrete way. 

9. Reminiscent (adjective)                 /                  : Tending to bring a memory, 

mood, or image, for example, subtly or indirectly to mind: 

Synonyms: Redolent, resonant, remindful, evocative. 

Example: The boy spread his arms with a small grin, taking on a pose reminiscent of a model. 

10. Jurisprudence (noun)         : A division, type, or particular body of law 

Synonyms: Constitution, Legislation, Statute, Regulation, impounding. 

Example: In the High courts, jurisprudence is often used to help make rulings on difficult cases. 

11. Purview (noun)        /     : The scope of the influence or concerns of something. 

Synonyms: Area of operations, operational area, limit, range, border, boundary, limitation. 

Example: It is not within the purview of the legal system to help us grieve. 
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12. Eerie (adjective)      /     : Someone or something that is mysterious, frightening, 

spooky and creepy. 

Synonyms: Uncanny Strange, Bizarre, Weird, Frightening, unnatural. 

Example: The sky became dark quickly, causing an eerie glow from the oncoming storm. 

 

3. China’s grand project 

Western firms are coining it along China’s One Belt, One Road. 

“MUTUAL benefit, joint responsibility and shared destiny,” sings a choir of enthusiastic 

schoolgirls in a music video called “The Belt and Road, Sing Along” from Xinhua, a news service 

run by the Chinese government, that mixes shots of cranes and shipping containers with people 

enjoying foreign landmarks. Western firms are scarcely less optimistic. Launched by China in 

2013, the One Belt, One Road policy, known as OBOR, has two parts. There is a land-based “belt” 

from China to Europe, evoking old Silk Road trade paths, then a “road” referring to ancient 

maritime routes. 

OBOR will span 65 countries and China has so far invested over $900bn in projects ranging from 

highways in Pakistan to railway lines in Thailand. Western multinationals, spotting a bonanza, 

are selling billions of dollars of equipment, technology and services to Chinese firms building 

along it. 

America’s General Electric (GE) made sales of $2.3bn in equipment orders from OBOR projects in 

2016, almost three times the total for the previous year. John Rice, the firm’s vice-chair, expects 

the firm to enjoy double-digit growth in revenues along OBOR in coming years. Other firms, such 

as Caterpillar, Honeywell, and ABB, global engineering giants, DHL, a logistics company, Linde 

and BASF, two industrial gas and chemicals manufacturers, and Maersk Group, a shipping firm, 

rattle off lists of OBOR projects. Deutsche Bank has structured eight trade deals around it and 

has an agreement with the China Development Bank, one of China’s policy lenders, to fund 

several OBOR schemes. 
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All the activity has confounded early sceptics. They noted that in the past 15 years as China 

industrialised, the country’s companies ran construction projects over an expanse approximately 

equivalent to the built area of all western Europe with very little help from foreign firms. 

Yet OBOR has highlighted that Chinese groups have little experience abroad, and that their 

Western counterparts offer a technological edge and thorough knowledge of local conditions 

across the OBOR region, from Tajikistan to Thailand. Partnering with Western multinationals also 

gives Chinese companies credibility, particularly with financial institutions. One Western 

executive admits that Chinese companies make liberal use of his firm’s name in OBOR project 

presentations to raise finance even though it is only marginally involved. 

Below the belt 

Some executives worry that OBOR may have its downsides in the longer term. China wants to 

open up new markets for Chinese firms in sectors that are currently dominated by Western 

companies, across industries ranging from engineering and telecoms to shipping and e-

commerce. Western firms are profiting handsomely from OBOR itself, but Chinese ones even 

more so. A database of open-source information collated by the Reconnecting Asia Project, run 

by the Centre for Strategic and International Studies, a think-tank in Washington, DC, shows that 

86% of OBOR projects have Chinese contractors, 27% have local ones and only 18% have 

contractors of foreign origin. 

Chinese firms are moving beyond contract work to become operators of projects and investors 

too. Their Western competitors may win lots of business in the OBOR countries only for as long 

as their technological advantage lasts. That lead in turn will be eroded as Western companies 

work with Chinese partners on OBOR. In 2016 alone, ABB did business with more than 400 

Chinese enterprises, helping them adjust for huge differences in construction and engineering 

standards across countries. Such firms will learn and advance in the process. 

Yet for now, Western companies are focused on the opportunities. Jean-Pascal Tricoire, the 

Hong Kong-based chief executive of Schneider Electric, a French energy-services firm, says that 

for his company OBOR is one of the most important plans of the early part of this century. 

Honeywell has recently formed a team called “East to Rest” that manages sales and marketing to 

mainland firms that are expanding abroad. As a goateed singer in Xinhua’s music video promises 

Chinese viewers, “when Belt and Road reaches Europe, Europe’s red wine is delivered to the 

doorstep half a month earlier”. For years to come, OBOR looks likely to be the toast of Western 

boardrooms, too. 
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Magical Vocabulary from “The Economist” 

1. Choir (noun )     -     : An organized group of singers, typically one that takes part in 

church services or performs regularly in public. 

Synonyms: Singers, chorus, chorale, choral society, consort. 

Example:  He soon became our church organist and also helped with the church choir . 

2. Enthusiastic (adjective)       :  Having or showing intense and eager enjoyment, interest, or 

approval. 

Synonyms: Eager, keen, avid, ardent, fervent, passionate, ebullient, zealous 

Example: The cold wet evenings are not a deterrent to the training of the enthusiastic group. 

3. Optimistic (adjective)        : Hopeful and confident about the future. 

Synonyms: Hopeful, confident, positive, cheerful, cheery, sanguine, bright, buoyant, full of hope. 

Example: I am guardedly optimistic that the president will nominate a strong conservative. 

 4. Ancient (adjective)       /  प             :  Belonging to the very distant past and no longer 

in existence. 

Synonyms: Of long ago, early, prehistoric, primeval, primordial, primitive, of yore, foregone. 

Example: Such fires were rare in the past; most ancient blazes barely reached waist level. 

5. Bonanza (noun)   प     /  प    A situation or event that creates a sudden increase in 

wealth, good fortune, or profits. 

Synonyms:  Windfall, godsend, boon, blessing, bonus, stroke of luck, jackpot 

Example: We joined the Common Market, which was going to give us all a bonanza of 

prosperity. 
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6. Sceptics (noun)         /        : A person inclined to question or doubt all accepted 

opinions. 

Synonyms: Agnostic, atheist, unbeliever, nonbeliever, disbeliever, doubting Thomas 

Example: Good journalists should be outsiders, questioners, sceptics , empathisers. 

7. Erode (verb)          /  प        : To cause to diminish or deteriorate. 

Synonyms: Disintegrate, crumble, deteriorate, corrode, spoil. 

Example: All of this leaves gnawing questions, questions that erode consumer confidence. 

 

4. The price of jam 
How and why road-pricing will happen 

 
IN 1868 the world’s first traffic light was installed outside the Houses of Parliament. The gaslit 

signal controlled the flow of London carriages—at least for a few weeks. For, soon enough, the 

gas ignited. The resulting explosion knocked the helmet off a policeman’s head, and left him 

badly burned. 

Efforts to ease congestion no longer literally blow up in your face, but recent schemes have run 

into trouble, too. In 2003 Ken Livingstone, then London’s mayor, introduced a congestion-

charging zone (CCZ). Motorists pay up to £11.50 a day ($15.20) to drive into the centre of the 

city. Since 2000 the number of cars entering central London has fallen by nearly a quarter. But 

congestion is rising again, a result of vans and taxis clocking up more miles within the zone, as 

well as new lanes for buses and Lycra-clad commuters that have reduced the road space for cars. 

More minutes are lost to delays than before the CCZ. The average vehicle speed has fallen from 

19.9 miles (32.0km) per hour in 2013 to 17.7mph (28.5kph) in 2016. 

In response, London, like other heaving parts of the world, is looking at a more radical approach 

to reduce congestion. In January the London Assembly, the elected body that oversees the 

mayor, published a report calling for the city to develop a system of road-pricing that varies by 
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when, how much and where drivers use the roads. Singapore, which already has the world’s 

most comprehensive road-pricing system, is introducing a new one in 2020 that uses cars’ global 

positioning systems (GPS) to charge motorists more precisely. Other schemes are being tried out 

in American states such as California and Oregon. 

All of which pleases economists. Using prices to ration a scarce resource, such as space on busy 

roads at busy times, makes sense. Those who consume a good should pay for it. Road-pricing is 

also more efficient than the typical ways drivers are charged for imposing costs on others: taxes 

on fuel and on car ownership. Neither penalises driving in congested conditions, which causes 

extra pollution and crimps productivity by delaying workers and deliveries, and disrupting supply 

chains. And although congestion zones help, they are blunt instruments; ideally, road pricing 

would adjust to traffic flows in real time. 

Yet economists are not normal people. Most voters hate taxes on driving. Even if they grudgingly 

accept existing ones, they squeal about any increases. In Britain, which Margaret Thatcher called 

a “great car-owning democracy”, duties on fuel have been frozen since 2011 following pressure 

from drivers’ groups. Nineteen American states have not raised their “gas taxes” in at least a 

decade; Oklahoma’s levy has been frozen for 30 years. 

The not-so-fast and the furious 

Many drivers would rather “pay” by queuing than through road-pricing. The Netherlands hoped 

to run a 60,000-vehicle trial of road-pricing in 2011, on the way to a nationwide scheme. But 

opposition politicians and motoring organisations fought so hard that the plans were dropped. 

Governments will nevertheless soon have to find new ways of making drivers pay. That is not 

because congestion will worsen otherwise—though it will. Rather, tax revenue from motoring is 

drying up. 

One reason for this is the spread of ride-hailing and ride-sharing. In London drivers for firms like 

Uber can circulate all day inside the CCZ, picking up fares, while being exempt from the charge. 

The number of private-hire vehicles that entered the zone at least once rose from 50,000 in 

March 2013 to 85,000 in November 2016. The number of licensed drivers rose from 67,000 to 

115,500 over the same period. (In the future self-driving cars may replace these workers, further 

depleting government coffers, since there will be fewer car owners to tax.) In total private-hire 

vehicles make up 38% of car traffic in central London, almost double the share of traditional 

black taxis. 
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The second reason for dwindling revenue—increasingly efficient cars—is even more important. 

Cars’ fuel efficiency has roughly doubled in the past 25 years. Partly as a result, the tax take from 

fuel and vehicle duties in Britain has declined by £812m per year in real terms over the past five 

years, according to Gergely Raccuja, an economist who on July 13th won the Wolfson prize, an 

economics competition run by Policy Exchange, a British think-tank, for a paper on road taxation. 

During the same period the total amount of miles driven increased. 

Electric vehicles will further widen the gap between traffic and taxes. Paal Brevik Wangsness of 

the Institute of Transport Economics in Norway, the country where electric-car ownership is 

highest, points out that electric vehicles not only incur no fuel duty, but often attract 

government subsidies. British drivers, for example, can get £4,500 off the cost of electric cars 

such as a Nissan Leaf or a Tesla Model X. Even if these types of subsidies fall as cars become 

cheaper, they will require infrastructure such as charging points and cables. 

Get your motor runnin’ 

For Mr Raccuja, a fair and radical way to pay for the costs of car use would be to scrap duties on 

fuel and ownership, and replace them with a “road tax”. His new levy would be a per-mile charge 

that varied depending on a car’s weight and emissions, thereby making drivers with road-

crushing and air-polluting vehicles pay more. Mr Raccuja notes that the charge could also be 

higher in more congested places. 

Such schemes will doubtless infuriate motorists. But there are reasons to believe that a shift 

toward road-pricing is not just increasingly urgent, but also more plausible. London’s CCZ was 

brought in against stiff opposition. Today just one-fifth of Londoners oppose the idea of a more 

sophisticated road-pricing scheme, according to the London Assembly. After a seven-month trial 

in 2006, Stockholm residents voted narrowly by 53% to 47% to make the city’s congestion zone 

permanent. But by 2011 polls showed that about 70% of residents backed the scheme. 

Car owners may become less of a political force, at least in cities, as people opt against getting 

behind the wheel. In many rich countries the share of 20-somethings with driving licences is 

falling. The number of car-less households in America declined from 1960, when the US Census 

began tracking it, until 2010, since when the tally has begun to tick up. McKinsey, a consultancy, 

estimates that one in ten vehicles sold by 2030 will be for ride-sharing. 

Technology will also make it easier to try road-pricing, including in poorer cities like Jakarta and 

Bangkok, where traffic is horrific. In the past, schemes might have relied on cameras to 
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recognise number plates. Today transponders can ping a radio signal used to track a car’s 

movement. But even that gizmo will soon be obsolete. Many premium vehicles are already 

connected to the internet using mobile-phone networks. By 2020 most new cars will come with 

these connections as standard. Together with GPS technology that means it will become easier 

to track the use of vehicles wherever they are. 

Singapore is the model others will try to follow. The world’s first CCZ was introduced there in 

1975. It used paper permits to control access to a central zone until switching to electronic 

sensors in 2008. If average speeds are deemed too slow over a three-month period, then the city 

raises the cost of entrance. According to Woo Sian Boon of Singapore’s Land Transport 

Authority, congestion has fallen as motorists have switched to less busy routes or to the city-

state’s public transport, or travelled at off-peak times when charges are low. 

From 2020 Singapore will take an even more sophisticated approach. It will use GPS to vary the 

amount drivers pay based on distance, time, location and vehicle. The scheme will reduce the 

need for the unsightly gantries that log drivers in and out. Drivers will receive real-time 

information about the cost and busyness of roads, encouraging them to consider other routes. 

Although less ambitious than Singapore’s plans, several American states are using technology to 

experiment, too. The likes of California and Colorado have accepted federal grants for trials of 

various pay-to-drive schemes. The biggest, OReGO in Oregon, started in 2015. Around 1,500 

people have signed up. Drivers have devices fitted in their cars that take data from the engines’ 

computers. The gadgets record the amount of fuel used and distance driven, and transmit the 

data via mobile networks. Motorists are charged based on how far they drive, with each mile 

costing 1.5 cents, whatever the location or time. Any state fuel tax they have paid (30 cents a 

gallon) is refunded. 

The aim of OReGO is relatively narrow: to find a way to protect state taxes on motoring, even as 

cars become more fuel-efficient. Whether it will replace the state fuel tax is unclear. 

Nevertheless, innovative schemes such as OReGO may start to weaken the taboo against new 

taxes. 

They also raise concerns about how motorists’ data are used. Tech firms and carmakers are 

competing for access to the reams of data that drivers create. This can be used to sell them 

additional services based on location (take a journey on a hot day and your car may tell you 

where to pull in for an ice cream), the state of their vehicle (by using sensors to suggest 
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maintenance) or the way they drive (by sharing data with insurance companies). Firms can also 

aggregate data to help create the algorithms for driverless vehicles. 

Although Singapore’s authorities may not fret much about privacy, others do. The American Civil 

Liberties Union, an advocacy group, has been active in Oregon; it worries about data leaking or 

being stolen. In 2015 the Texas A&M Transportation Institute, a think-tank, pointed out that it is 

often unclear who owns drivers’ data and whether they are anonymised. 

Head out on the highway 

Clearing this up is possible. And once motorists have become used to the idea of paying for the 

road space they take up, rates could be tweaked to account for the noise, pollution and the risk 

of collisions in each location. For the time being governments, national and metropolitan, are 

proceeding cautiously. But as fuel-tax revenues dry up, that is sure to change. 

Magical Vocabulary from “The Economist” 

1. Explosion (noun )       /      : A violent and destructive shattering or blowing apart from 

something, as is caused by a bomb. 

Synonyms: Detonation, eruption, blowing up, bang, blast, boom, kaboom. 

Example:  The recent explosion of popular anger comes after centuries of misrule. 

2. Congestion (Verb)     /       : The state of being overcrowded, esp. with traffic or people 

Synonyms: Crowding, overcrowding, obstruction, blockage, traffic jam, bottleneck, snarl-up. 

Example: The incident caused congestion on surrounding roads as police cleared the area.. 

3. commuters (noun)       : A person who travels some distance to work on a regular basis. 

Synonyms: Daily traveler, traveler, passenger, straphanger. 

Example: The company provides showers and lockers for bicycle commuters. 

 4. Precisely (adverb)         प    /    -    :  With precision or absolute conformity or in 

exact terms; without vagueness. 
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Synonyms: Accurately, exactly, clearly, distinctly, strictly. 

Example: They would stay for precisely 60 minutes, and when they left, the fate of the village 

would be sealed. 

5. Scarce (verb)       /     : (Especially of food, money, or some other resource) insufficient 

for the demand. 

Synonyms:  Insufficient, deficient, inadequate, lacking, wanting, at a premium, paltry, negligible, 

rare. 

Example: They are used to increase public health and conserve scarce resources. 

6. Squeal (verb)         : Make a long, high-pitched cry or noise. 

Synonyms: Ccreech, scream, shriek, squawk 

Example: They squeal , shiver and cling on to one another, complaining about the temperature. 

7. Infuriate (verb)            : Make (someone) extremely angry and impatient. 

Synonyms: Enrage, incense, anger, inflame, exasperate, antagonize, provoke, rile, annoy, irritate. 

Example: If there is anything that infuriates me, it is being ignored or dismissed. 

8. Plausible (adjective )         /         : (of an argument or statement) seeming reasonable 

or probable. 

Synonyms: Credible, reasonable, believable, likely, feasible, tenable, possible, conceivable, 

imaginable 

Example:  These are all plausible objections to globalization as the defining element in 

contemporary order. 

9. Horrific (adjective)      /       : Describing unpleasant events or experiences or causing 

horror. 

Synonyms: Dreadful, horrendous, horrible, frightful, fearful, awful, terrible, atrocious, heinous. 
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Example: The horrific accident happened when the two sides of a grave he was digging caved in 

on him. 

10. Sophisticated (adjective)     /       / प      : (of a machine, system, or technique) 

developed to a high degree of complexity. 

Synonyms: Revolutionary, futuristic, avant-garde, complex, complicated, intricate, highly 

evolved. 

Example: In the India, we are more subtle, we are more sophisticated. 
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